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By Victor L Martin

Wahida Clark Presents Publishing, LLC, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Lorenzo, Travis, Shayla, Derrick and the entire cast return to
bring a stunning closure to Pretty Boy Hustlerz. Lorenzo is now faced with a bigger choice when the
heat is turned up with his unique hustle with the PBH Clique. He will have to either settle with his love
for his family or continue to chase the money that seems to start growing on trees. Shayla will be
tested in ways that she could never imaging. Her heart will take a hit when she learns that depth of
Lorenzo s disloyalty. It will shape her and motivate her to put her family first.an act that Lorenzo
seems to have a tough time doing. Travis and derrick are bent on keeping the money flowing
toward PBH by any means. They will both have to expose their true colors, stepping into the light
with their masks off. Pretty Boy Hustlerz is a story that had to be told and written by Victor Martin it
will surly become an instant classic.repping Selma, North Carolina and stamping Victor s rise in
urban lit.
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ReviewsReviews

Great eBook and useful one. it was actually writtern really completely and useful. You are going to like the way the article writer publish this publication.
-- Pr of . Er nestine Em a r d-- Pr of . Er nestine Em a r d

This publication is fantastic. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom You are going to like just how the author write this publication.
-- Ha r m on Wa tsica  II--  Ha r m on Wa tsica  II
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